
Dear Colleagues,
As we are drawing close to the Rencontres (https://indico.in2p3.fr/e/rpp2019), 
here is some information that might be of help.

- To reach the campus, the easiest way is via public transportation: either by 
tramway line A (stop “Cézeaux-Pellez”, direction “La Pardieu - Gare” 
coming from the city centre), or by bus line 13 (stop “Observatoire”, 
direction “Pérignat” coming from the city centre). There is also a public bike 
system in Clermont (“C.vélo”), with a parking dock close to the LPC. For 
those coming by car, there are public parkings in the Campus. 

- We attach the campus map, in which you can find the location of the Amphi 
Recherche, the bus/tram stops, the biking docks, as well as the public 
parkings (also available from the webpage); the public transportation plan 
of Clermont (highlighting the most convenient tram&bus stops) can be found 
in the webpage.

 
- The meeting will take place in the “Amphi Recherche”, a round building 

next to the entrance of the LPC (green dashed lines with suggested paths in 
the campus map); coffee & tea breaks will be held in a room across the 
central hall. 

- Wifi connection: eduroam is available, but if you encounter any problems, 
contact the organisers. 

- The preliminary timetable has been prepared (check the webpage). If you 
are a speaker, we kindly ask you to upload your slides using the Indico 
system, preferably on the day before the presentation; in case of difficulty, 
contact the organisers!

- For the Round Table (Wednesday, 23rd), you can send in advance 
suggestions of points you would like to have discussed - either to a member 
of the BTP2, or then directly to the organisers. 
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- On the evening of Wednesday, January 23rd, following the Round Table, we 
foresee a small welcoming reception (before heading to dinner). Everyone 
is invited to join! 

- On the evening of Thursday, January 24th, the RPP2019 dinner will be held 
at “Le 1513”, 3 Rue des Chaussetiers. If you did not send us your preferred 
choices for the menu, please do it as soon as possible! The restaurant is in 
the old town, close to the cathedral. We can all meet at Place de Jaude, 
close to the tramway stop, and walk together from there (10min walk).

- If you are on a tight schedule (to reach the train station, ...), please contact 
the organisers; we can try to find a way to drive you there. 

Happy New Year 2019! 
Looking forward to welcoming you in Clermont-Ferrand, 

        Jean-François Mathiot, Vincent Morénas, Jean Orloff, Ana Teixeira, 
     Chandan Hati, Jonathan Kriewald 


